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“ 3D Insulated concrete Panels “



Description - Structural Insulated Building
Components

PSG ComponentPSM Component 

“ 3D Insulated concrete Panels “



The Thicknesses for the panels



Sustainability and Energy Saving
The temperature level comfort and efficiency of the structure built with the technology, is 
achieved by the insulating core of expanded polystyrene (EPS). Energy consumption for cooling 
or heating is dramatically reduced using this technology and sustainability is promoted thru 
recyclable materials.

GCT components are Cost Effective, Energy Efficient and reduce Insurance RateS

CHARACTERISTICS:

Lightness and Quick Installation
shortening of the construction time using the Structured Insulated Building Component system compared to those carried out 
with the traditional systems. The use of the industrial system optimizes the construction process and reduces labor cost.

Hurricane/Wind Resistant
Structures built with the Structured Insulation Building Component system have proven 
throughout the years, their capacity to withstand the forces exerted by hurricanes or tornados 
when designed accordingly.



Fire Resistant
the concrete layers which cover them on each side, protect them from combustion. A standard 
PSM80 Wall Component has been tested for 1 hour fire resistant rating

Earthquake Resistant

CHARACTERISTICS:

Soundproof
The system offers a great barrier to sound.

Architectural Freedom
load bearing walls, partition walls, floors, roofs, and stairs. Large spans and geometric shapes and 
curves are easily obtainable with our components.

the concrete layers which cover them on each side, protect them from combustion. A standard 
PSM80 Wall Component has been tested for 1 hour fire resistant rating



Heat and cold rated

Waterproof

CHARACTERISTICS:

termite rated

Tornado rated 



Thermal Characteristics

R Values from 12  to 34 Depending of Component Section Thickness



Thermal Characteristics with
R values per Component Type:

3D PRINTING PANELS Other material



Construction

FOUNDATIONS INSTALLATION OF ANCHOR REBARS WALL COMPONENT



Accesory Mesh for Reinforcement and Connections

RG1 - Corner Mesh
RG2 - Flat Mesh
RGU - U Mesh



Construction

Installation of Floor/ Roof Slabs Components and Stairs

- Place posts and boards at 4 ft intervals



Plumbing And Electric Installations



Mortar Application



Robotic 3D Printing.



332 ft² House – Built in 20 Days



Commercial Kiosks - Arroyo Water Front



Holiday INN EXPRESS



Science Base South Pole



Industrial Building



Modular Construction



Las Masias Hill – 196 Unit Project



Tilt-up insulated panels



Description



A: Foam thickness

B: wire to wire thickness

C: with the concrete finish



Heat and cold rated

Waterproof

CHARACTERISTICS:

THERMAL INSULATION

Tornado rated 

Fire Resistant

SOUND INSULATION

ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE



- there is often a reduction in the cost of the foundation construction, especially in 
low load-bearing soil conditions

- the panel system can be faster to assemble. This leads to quick turn around 
and occupancy with its accompanying financial benefits

- the excellent capacity for insulation means that many owners spend 50-80% 
less on heating and air conditioning costs.

- The walls are also less likely to be damaged by everyday use
- Maintenance is also less because our concrete structures are totally resistant 

to termites, insects, rodents, mold

COST EFFECTIVENESS



Thermal Characteristics



Structural panels



Projects 



Projects 



Projects 



Exterior Finishes
Stone looking



LEED Platinum house will be build of panels



Build process



Thank you


